
 

Fairy Tail Season 5 [EnG-SuB] [720p] [Episode 176-226] L 98 The battle with the Spriggan 12 is over, Makarov's plans are endangered, and Natsu has to continue fighting in order to protect his loved ones. Will he be able to save them? Fairy Tail (ファイターズ ナツ) is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Hiro Mashima that has been serialized in Weekly Shonen Jump since August 2, 2006.
Fairy Tail has been adapted into an anime series produced by A-1 Pictures and Satelight, which began broadcasting in Japan on October 12, 2009. The series follows the adventures of a boy named Natsu who, after a shipwreck he survived as a child, is saved and adopted by three magical beings: his fire-based Dragon God father Gajeel Redfox, ice mage bookish Lucy Heartfilia, and ethereal celestial
wizard Wendy Marvell. Natsu joins these three mages to become the group Fairy Tail (フォーエヴァート Fō Evāto), a guild whose purpose is to protect their town from dark forces. Fairy Tail has been nominated for an Eisner Award, Kodansha Manga Award for Best Shōnen Manga, and is the only manga that Mashima has written to be adapted into an anime series. has also spawned several spin-off manga
including Fairy Tail Zero, set between the events of the original story arc of the manga, Fairy Tail Zero: Priestess of the Phoenix, and Fairy Tail Zero: Mermaid Heel. A second anime adaptation produced by A-1 Pictures with Satelight aired in Japan from October 12 to December 22, 2014. It features an original story set after Mashima's end of Fairy Tail light novel series. A third anime series
produced by A-1 Pictures and Satelight, the Fairy Tail: Dragon Cry Project, aired in Japan from October 7 to December 30, 2016. A fourth anime series produced by Satelight continued the story of the manga and is set prior to the events of all previous "Fairy Tail" series. The fourth season aired from October 5 to December 21, 2017. On August 24, 2015, it was revealed that A-1 Pictures and
Satelight will be localizing and producing an English version of "Fairy Tail: Dragon Cry" for a release in North America. The English dub premiered on Disney XD on September 29, 2016. The manga series was adapted into an anime television series by A-1 Pictures and Satelight, which began broadcasting on TV Tokyo in Japan on October 12, 2009. Additionally, the "Fairy Tail" manga has been
licensed for an English language release in North America by Del Rey Manga. On August 24th 2015 it was announced that the anime series would end at the conclusion of the original anime incarnation with a total of 266 episodes. However, after Hiro Mashima's announcement that there will be continuation of the Fairy Tail series beyond his light novels he stated that he will be involved with future
projects related to "Fairy Tail".
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